The Ghost Who Came For Christmas
(Haunting Danielle Book 6)
Ebooks Gratuit

Itâ€™s Christmastime at Marlow House Bed and Breakfast, and Danielle has a full house. When a
woman, stranded far from home, shows up on the doorstep and begs for a room for the night, how
can Danielle tell her the inn is full and turn her away? After all, itâ€™s almost Christmas.The woman
makes quite an impression on the other guests, especially when she mysteriously disappears. Is it
foul playâ€”or something supernatural?
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I have read all of the books in this series but this is by far the best one... there were some very
funny moments between Walt and the new guest Chris.. I actually laughed out loud.. I really hope
Chris will be a permanent character at Marlow House... Ms Holmes books keep you interested from
beginning to end. Am anxiously waiting for the next book to come out.. I am glad I started reading
this early in the morning because I couldn't put it down.. what a great way to spend a day.. curled up
reading a book that draws you in, makes you laugh and keeps you in suspense. and of course
leaves you wanting more adventures from all at Marlow House...

Honestly, this series is one of my favorite ghost series. Danielle moves into a house that used to be
owned by her aunt without knowing there's a ghost there. With her gift of sight, she can see ghosts
like Walt Marlow who died in that very house less than a hundred years ago. She turns the house
into a bed and breakfast house over his objections since he feels like it's still his house.Danielle also
somehow comes with a trouble magnet. She keeps ending up in trouble, being framed for murder or
thief, or whatever. So with Danielle's gift of sight, she's able to talk to ghosts and help the cops or at
least the victims find peace by solving their murder. It's tough though when the cops think she's
really guilty and tries to pin it on her. Although by now, the cops are starting to realize that she's
actually a good lady. They have finally let up on suspecting her for every little thing. But there's also
a good side to all of this trouble, she meets new friends that makes her happy.I so love Danielle. I
can't wait to see her to get a real love interest soon. There seems to be two guys that could be it.
Marlow or the guy who can see ghosts too. I'm torn between the two of them. I mean at least the
guy who can see ghosts is alive. Marlow is not, although I would love to see him happy too. They
deserved it after all of that trouble! I've read all of the books available in this series and all of them
are pretty good. Can't wait for the newest one to come out soon.

purchase. I thoroughly enjoyed this book!! Walt was something else. He was so mischievous! This
was a great Christmas story to read at this time of year with Christmas approaching. It was great to
see Patricia & Richard find each other!! I liked Chris who was the instigator in thisprocess. I loved
the animals always pretending to be something they were not. A cat & dog really liking each other??
It does happen. This bookhad so much to offer. I am so glad that I found it at this time of year. Merry
Christmas everyone & to who made this purchase happen to be a good thing!!

What better way to spend Christmas than with a bunch of strangers in a haunted bed and
breakfast? You would think there would be lots of other ways, but for those who came to visit
Marlow House, there was no one else to spend the holidays with. In this sixth book in the Haunting
Danielle series, Danielle opens her bed and breakfast up for a holiday celebration. When one of the
guests mysteriously disappears without a trace, the hunt is on. If you believe in miracles
surrounding Christmas, this is the book for you. I started this series a couple of months ago, and
havenâ€™t been able to put any of the books down once I start reading them. I canâ€™t wait for the
next one to come out.

I love this series, the characters have personality and the plot has a flow to it. The books continue
where it leaves off. It is not mushy nor gooey nor overly romantic, nor is it scary because it deals
with ghosts. I love Walt and I love Danielle, I hope Walt does not move on it would not be the same
if Walt would move on....but that is just my opinion.....

I am totally addicted to this series and our resident ghost, Walt. Danielle's B&B is full up for the
holidays with a few very mysterious guests, one being a ghost - in the flesh! A few twists and turns
with new characters and the ever presnt previous characters. While this book can be read solo, it
does help to know the whole series.

I like this series. It's a light read, but has a lot of good twists and turns. Some of them are relatively
transparent (ghost pun!) so you can guess how things are going to work out. There are occasional
grammar errors. Overall, though, it's a nice cozy series that was good for a holiday escape. I don't
want to give away the plot, but there's some decent intrigue and surprises in this one. I hope one of
the new main characters in this one sticks around. Walt is getting a little suffocating, and I'm not a
fan of the two-dimensional cop who is supposed to form the other corner of the love triangle with
Danielle and Walt. It'd be good to inject some new long-term characters into the mix.

I really liked this Christmassy story. Danielle and her ghost, Walt, have guests for the Holidays. But
the funny part are the characters that show up for an open house that were never invited! I hope
that these adventures continue and Kudos to the authors who thought this episode up. Loved it!!
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